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1.(   ) 生氣的    (A) ghost    (B) angry      (C) file 

2.(   ) 類型      (A) type     (B) cover      (C) pocket 

3.(   ) 習慣      (A) lazy     (B)habit       (C) smoke 

4.(   ) 健身房    (A) enter    (B)gym        (C) upload 

5.(   ) 嚴重的    (A) prize     (B) attack      (C)serious 

6.(   ) 興趣      (A) interest   (B) dozen       (C) sidewalk 

7.(   ) 祝福      (A) wish     (B) note        (C) proud 

8.(   ) 下載      (A) heart     (B) download    (C) touch 

9.(   ) 票        (A) belong    (B) ticket      (C) wallet 

10.(   ) 微笑      (A) rich         (B) smile      (C) program 

11.(   ) 抵達      (A) arrive     (B) pleasure     (C) set 

12.(   ) 星球      (A) trick      (B) garbage     (C) planet 

13.(   ) 制服      (A) uniform    (B) photo      (C) surprise 

14.(   ) 相機      (A) newspaper    (B) camera   (C) blind 

15.(   ) 洗手間    (A) exciting     (B) restroom    (C) slide 

16.(   ) 屬於      (A) pot         (B) belong      (C) puppy 

17.(   ) 嗜好      (A) hobby       (B) cover      (C) list 

18.(   ) 公眾(的)   (A) public      (B) polite       (C) pleasure 

19.(   ) 公寓      (A) appear      (B) agray       (C) apartment     

20.(   ) 禮物      (A) pin         (B) present      (C) prize 

21.(   ) 有禮貌的  (A) polite       (B) pipe        (C) post 

22.(   ) 紙        (A) paper       (B) topic     (C) workbook 

23.(   ) 笑話      (A) tool        (B) joke      (C) machine 

24.(   ) 瞭解      (A) guess       (B) dig       (C) understand 

25.(   ) 裝滿      (A) fill         (B) enter      (C) lead 

26.(   ) Robert:     has your sister worked aboard?   

Sherry: For over five years. 

(A) How often          (B) How old        (C) How               (D) How long 

27.(   ) Candy: When I watched the play, I was    at Nicola’s acting. 

Elaine: Me, too. He was not my favorite actor. But I think that I will start to notice him. 

(A) surprised         (B) excited          (C) interested          (D) bored 
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28.(   ) Marcus: Do you want some beef noodles for lunch?   

Daisy:      I don’t eat beef.  

(A) You got it.        (B) Thanks a lot.     (C) I’m all ears.         (D)  I’ll pass. 

29.(   ) Jason :Where is the famous actress? 

Lisa : She     to Japan. She’s not in Taiwan now.  

(A) has been  (B) gone  (C) been  (D) has gone 

30.(   ) Bobbie _____ by a car last night. Everyone is so worried about him. 

(A) hit   (B) doesn’t hit   (C) hits    (D) was hit 

31.(   ) Susan isn’t sure ________ Martha has gone to America or not.  

(A) where   (B) what  (C) whether    (D) how 

32.(   ) Mr. Chen doesn’t know when his friend _______. 

(A) leaving   (B) to leave    (C) did leave    (D) left 

33.(   ) The game _____ in ten minutes.  

(A) stopped    (B) began   (C) finish   (D) will start        

34.(   ) Curry didn’t remember if he _____ off the lamp yesterday.          

(A) turned            (B) was turned       (C) will turn          (D) turning 

35.(   ) The streets _________ every day.          

(A) don’t clean        (B) are cleaning      (C) cleaned           (D) are cleaned 

36.(   ) Almost all the pictures here _________ by Lisa. She is really good at painting. 

(A) were drawn       (B) wasn’t painted     (C) were bought         (D) painted 

37.(   ) Bonnie: Do you know the men     long hair?    Denise: No. What are they doing? 

(A) which have (B) that has      (C) who is having       (D) with 

38.(   ) Jason : Did you see a man and a dog     passed by the bakery this afternoon? 

Lisa : Yes. They got into a coffee shop. 

(A) that     (B) which      (C) who   (D) they 

39.(   ) Greg     lazy, but now he is very hard-working.  

(A)  is used to being (B) used to be    (C)did not use to be     (D) is used to be 

40.(   ) Mendy: The cheese cake     Jane made tastes delicious. 

Sherry: Yes, I ate a lot. 

(A) who   (B)  for which    (C) whom    (D) X  
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